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*Numbers on images below correspond with written steps.

Present with PC

Present with Connected Laptop

Present with Wireless Video-cast

Web Conferencing

Visit the ETMS webpage
Present with PC

1. On the control panel to the right of the TV, press display **ON** button

2. Choose **PC**

3. Using the wireless keyboard and mouse, sign into **PC** with Western credentials
1. On the control panel to the right of the TV, press display **ON** button

2. Choose **LAPTOP**

3. Connect laptop with **HDMI** cable
Present with Wireless Video-casting

1. Connect your laptop to **uwosecure-v2 Wi-Fi**

2. On the control panel to the right of the TV, press display **ON** button

3. Press **LAPTOP** button
4. Follow the instructions that appear on the screen

Web Conferencing

1. On the control panel to the right of the TV, press display **ON** button

2. Using the wireless keyboard and mouse, sign into **PC** with Western credentials

3. Use desired **web conferencing** program
4. Controls for the camera and volume are located to the right of the TV